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Students must learn how to use social media as
many of today's editors must know it as well.
“I learned a lot about how Twitte
has changed journalism.”
-Whitney Carlson49
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Check out MediaShift Sponsorship
opportunities!
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Behind the Scenes of NPR
Planet Money’s T-Shirt Project
• 
 — Hello: I
want to take a stab at a concept
that I believe …
How BizJournals.com
Showcases Personal Brand …
• 
 — Anyone interested in
personal branding should get:
Personal Brand …
Journalism & Digital Education
Roundup, …
• 
 — It's blank?
Pitch Perfect: Selling Startups
at Entrepreneurship Boot …
• 
 — The Lean
Startup model is a powerful and
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Doug Fisher •  
Yes, been teaching SMS/Twitter for almost a decade after seeing
a
newspaper's online CMS included a box for an SMS message
when the desk
filed the regular story. It's very useful. I have a PDF form, if
anyone
wants (dfisher@sc.edu) that stops at 140 characters that I start
with
before going "live." Also have made linking practices and Storify
part
of my editing classes because, as Sue says, curation is part of the
game
now.
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